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flirtations—life at Peshawar is a round of gaiety.
Almost always in mufti, the officers have not the
least appearance of military men, and during the
first few days of his stay a visitor is constantly sur-
prised when they introduce themselves or address
each other, mentioning their rank. " Ah, there's
the Colonel! " I look round and see a well-
groomed, athletic-looking gentleman in a tussore
suit entering the club. Affably he discourses of
Parisian and London nights, of life and love in
general, of last night's ball, to-morrow's soiree.
No type of man could less resemble the garrison
officer in peace time as we know him. No " shop "
is talked, backbiting is unknown, and what we call
Vesprit de garnison is wholly absent. In fact, these
frontier officers are far broader-minded than their
counterparts on the European Continent, or indeed
the typical resident of an Indian State, half-
soldiers half-diplomatist.
Though the frontier regiments, the Indian Army's
Foreign Legion, may not be always engaged in
actual warfare, they live, one feels, in a constant
atmosphere of war and war's alarms. Just as the
frontier officer makes no parade of his military call-
ing—you only learn it by a chance allusion—so it
might be said that war is never heard of here ; no
shots are heard, no gup of " trouble brewing," yet
always you can feel it, all but see it, " hi the air."
Round cantonments runs a barbed-wire fence
which it is forbidden to cross after sundown. And
by day every member of the garrison must carry
arms. Soldiers in equipment are to be met with in
the streets; " pill-boxes " and watch-towers dot the
plain that skirts the mountains. I have never set
eyes on grimmer-looking types of humanity than
the mountain-folk who roam the Peshawar streets.

